
Leading London Glass Door Supplier Offers
Sliding Glass Doors from Only £420.00 Inclusive
of VAT

Bespoke sliding glass doors London
supplier, high quality glass doors

Doors4UK, supplier of bespoke glass and wooden doors,
provides a complete service from survey, fitting to after sale
guarantee.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, June 5, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- According to Cosmin Cojocaru, Sales
Manager of Doors4UK ( http://www.doors4uk.co.uk/) a UK
company that represents Grauthoff Door Group with
showroom location in Watford, Hertfordshire, offers a wide
glass and wooden doors standard and bespoke  for special
projects. 

With over 250 models of glass door design there is definitely
a choice for each of our website and showroom which want
more than a door, they desire a specialist doors that
integrate perfectly with the interior design of the house. 

Glass doors are the way to allow day light get in the spaces. Glass doors can do even more-- they
change the aspect of a room in the interaction of natural light with synthetic light.

Doors4UK is a working very closed with Grauthoff for several years now and together we adhere to
Grauthoff Customer Service: "Quality and service come first for Grauthoff. We want you to be
satisfied! Even after you have installed the doors, aftercare by our local dealers is our standard." 

The best part, according to Mr. Cojocaru, is that the sliding glass door on standard sizes won’t break
your budget, costing from £420.00 inclusive of VAT. The package of sliding internal glass door
includes: clear glass door, Sliding system with similar stainless steel finish and square handle
matching the same finish of sliding system. If you want to change the glass door finish from clear
glass to frosted or Opaque glass the prices will increase slightly. For bathrooms or en-suite rooms the
most popular option is to have an opaque glass, have a look here (http://doors4uk.co.uk/uk-
coverage/summer-offers/) where you can see our latest offers for glass doors. 

Sliding doors have many advantages and the best being, since it opens on the side, these do not
occupy any space in the interiors of the house. Some people may think that these doors are a bit old
fashioned but these do offer great spaciousness that many of the other internal doors cannot offer.

If the sliding glass door is not an option due to the visual effect you can opt for an internal sliding
wooden door which offer a better privacy as well as wooden veneer finish or painted designs. 

Doors4UK – Made to Measure Internal Doors (http://www.doors4uk.co.uk/) is representing the interest
of Grauthoff Door Group from Germany which manufactures wide range of wooden and glass doors
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such us: Sliding glass door, sliding wooden doors, soundproof doors, residential partitions walls and
bespoke wooden doors. Doors4UK can supply internal doors to interior designer and architects, self-
home builders, contractors as well as private clients.
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